(2) The incidence of tuberculosis depends in the main on two factors: (a) exposure to infection, which in turn is governed by the dose received and the virulence of the particular strain of bacillus; (b) the undermining of the resistance of the individual by insanitary conditions and by disease.
(3) The more adequate the preventive measures taken in any community the less are the incidence and mortality of the disease.
(4) The more adequate the medical treatment-that is, the greater the proportion of persons in whom the disease has been arrested, and who have thereby acquired a partial immunity-the less are the incidence and mortality of the disease.
(5) As at death we all, or nearly all, show evidence of having at some time been infected with tuberculosis, and as most of us are able to overcome the infection, it is clear that the diminished opportunity for repeated infection, brought about by preventive measures and better medical treatment in this country, cannot wholly account for the diminishing incidence and mortality of the disease.
(6) There is some evidence to suggest that the diminishing incidence and mortality of the disease may be in part due to a partial immunity inherited in the course of generations from tuberculous ancestors in whoii the disease has been cured. (7) The theory that there is an inherited predisposition to tuberculosis is based on insufficient evidence.
Professor KARL PEARSON, F.R.S.: Mr. President and Gentlemen,-I feel great hesitation in speaking to-night, because I occupy a sort of third position which is hardly recognized, on the one hand, by the medical profession, nor, on the other hand, by the biologist-namely, that of the mathematician or statistician. I fancy, however, that most of the cases that we have seen on the screen and heard discussed during the last two evenings call for some slight aid from the mathematician if the results are to be logically interpreted. At the same time he is liable to make very serious blunders if he goes without the biologist on one side and the medical man on the other. The mathematician admits that at present he can only progress with the help of these crutches on either side. I have to thank Dr. Latham for courteously sending me a copy of his paper, but I am afraid I have not had time to consult medical friends with regard to several points in it.
Before I go on to discuss tuberculosis I should like to allude to one or two matters which I have heard mentioned during these two evenings.
With regard to Dr. Mercier, I sympathize very largely with what he said about the need for obtaining statistics of normals as well as of abnormals. I have endeavoured, in my own small way, to obtain such data by collecting records of normal families, and my number of pedigrees reaches about 400 now. But real inferences cannot, I think, be drawn until we have a random sample of at least 1,000 cases. The bulk of these cases has been provided by medical men-not necessarily by medical men who ask questions in hospital practice, but by medical men who know their patients and their patients' families fairly thoroughly -and that leads me to emphasize a point with regard to the collection of all such pedigrees. It is extremely difficult in a London hospital to obtain accurate results. Personally, I think the London population is decidedly inferior to what we get in the North of England or in Scotland.
The memory of the peasant in the North of England and in Scotland is far greater, and the pride of family is far more intense than you get in the average Londoner of the general hospital population. I refer to that because I think that Dr. Rivers's tuberculosis statistics, based on a very sympathetic acquaintance with his patients and not filled in from a single simple inquiry, are not subject to the criticism which Dr. Latham has passed upon them.
Before I go on to refer to tuberculosis I should like to say a word about Dr. Mercier's paper. He started with a statement about mutation with which we are not all agreed, and he held that Mendelism had been proved true for at least some things. My own standpoint is that there is no definite proof of Mendelism applying to any living form at present; the proof has got to be given yet. We saw on the screen last time one or two pedigrees which were supposed to illustrate Mendelism. I saw a remarkable pedigree which is known as Weil's pedigree; it will be familiar to most of you, and quite recently Dr. Weil's son has carried that pedigree down one or two generations. Among the changes produced in it is the. inheritance of diabetes insipidus, or polyuria, through a non-affected member. Such cases are rare, but that they exist seems highly probable. Again, I saw on the screen certain pedigrees of human albinism. Now, albinism is a subject which I amn peculiarlv interested in at the present time. I have been busy, in conjunction with Mr. Nettleship and Mr. Usher, in collecting pedigrees of albinism from all parts of the world. We have 600 or 700 pedigrees, including about 5,000 albinos. I saw three pedigrees on the board which were supposed to indicate that Mendelism applied to albinism. I take it imlost people would say that albinism, if anything, is a mutation, but when you come to investigate the subject of albinismii and inquire what you are to do with a given case which is represented as that of an albino, extraordinary difficulty arises as to how you are to classify it at all. No simple category, like albinotic or non-albinotic, can cover this difficulty. There may be lumps in your frequency curve, but there is every grade of albinism not only in man but also in animlals. Individuals may have been all their lives through regarded as conmplete albinos, but when the post-mortemii takes place they show pigment in more than one direction. Are they to be spoken of as albinotic or as non-albinotic ? The classification into broad categories, like albinotic and non-albinotic, may be helpful in a first handling of the subject, but it is not one you can carry through when vou are dealing with the question of whether ratios in large numbers follow Mendelian rules And I believe that stateinent to be true for all sorts of things in which what are said to be Mendelian characters occur or do not occur. I could give you other illustrations of characters which are said to be present or absent. The difficulty in all these cases is to know whether the degree of presence justifies us in stating that they are present or absent. If you obtain from coimipetent ophthalmiiologists and other well-tralined nmedical men descriptions of what they term albinos, and afterwards obtain hair, or in exceptional cases portions of the iris, You will find that somne people who have passe(d as albinos all their lives are not wholly wanting, in pigment. We find almost every albinotic grade. Iligment wbhicl cannot be recognized ophthalmoscopically and can only be found microscopically very often exists. In the case of the hair of albinos, nearly 100 specimiens have now been examined, aind there is cellular pigment in nearly every one of themn. There is a granular pigmentation in many of thern. There is often less granular, pigmentation in people who do not pass as albinos at all. What I want to point out is this: that division into categories, albinotic and non-albinotic, split foot and no split foot, have no very definite bearing when you come to analyse individual cases. If you take a split-foot family you mnay find that what is called split foot may differ from one individual to another by as many as thirty bones. I specially mention this because, in the case of many other characters besides albinism, it is an extraordinarily difficult thing to put your cases under two classes. As I say, we saw three pedigrees of albinism put upon the screen last Wednesday, due to Dr. Magnus, of Christiania. He is a remiiarkably careful worker, and he has undertaken in recent years a very cornplete investigation of albinism in Norway. He is perfectly catholic in his ideas of inheritance, and, being perfectly catholic, he sent thirtyof his pedigrees to Professor Bateson and to mnyself. He asked me if they fitted in with my theory, and he tells me he asked Professor Bateson how they fitted in with Mendel's. All I can say is that of those thirty pedigrees-I will not speak of the 600 we have-the principles required by Mendel fail utterly. It is no good showing two or three on the board; you have to take the whole number. I have cases at present where either a normal or an albinotic woman iarried two husbands, who were no relations to her nor to each other. Some offspring by both parents were albinos. All three stocks, according to Mendelian hypothesis, ought to have albinism in a recessive form. You can calculate the chances against that because an albino occurs in Italy about 1 in 30,000, in Norway in about 1 every 20,000 of the population, in Scotland 1 in 24,000. What are the chances that a woman of albinotic stock would marry two stocks affected with albinism and not related either to her or to each other ? I have no fewer than four or five such cases. I have another case of a negress: she married first (l Frenchman, and she had an albino child; she then married a negro, and she had an albino child. The hypothesis must be that the Frenchnan and the negro, neither of whom were related to the negress, had albinism in a recessive form. That sort of linprobability multiplies. I do not say there is any conclusive proof against the truth of Mendelism; I say we have not at present got the data to judge Mendelism by-the material we want needs to be multiplied a hundred-fold. I think Professor Bateson will agree with me in that. And, further, we want good material. The only way to get that is to collect facts-facts in the present case with regard to man, facts first and theories afterwards. When we have enough data, then we shall be able to draw theoretical conclusions. I do not think that at present there is any warrant for such definite opinions as we have heard to-night-namely, that there is a distinction between an ordinary variation and a mutation, or a distinction between one form of inheritance and a second. I believe the real service which has been done by Mendel and Mendel's followers lies in showing the importance of noticing segregation. The great fact of segregation holds, whether Mendelism in its simple form holds or not. There is certainly segregation in the offspring of the second generation. Mendelism has done an immense service in setting a large number of people experimenting and collecting, but I am perfectly sure it is too early in the day to assert that it holds for man-and I would go a step further: that it holds for any plants or animals. Now, having said so much on the general point, I should like to turn, if I may, to Dr. Latham's paper.
P8Pearson: Heredity and Disease
Professor BATESON: I showed the pedigrees of albinism as an example of a character which did not follow our rules.
Professor PEARSON: I am extremely glad to hear that. I am sorry that I should have mistaken Professor Bateson's neaning at the last meeting. I thought it caine as one of the things which were, somehow, supposed to follow the Mendelian rules. I understand, then, that it differs in man from the rules for animals ? (Professor BATESON: Yes.)
You hold it to apply to animals ? (Professor BATE SON: Certainly, in many animals.) But by misunderstanding Professor Bateson I do not think I shall have wasted your time, because it is possible that one or two others may have also failed to quite understand that these special pedigrees were supposed not to conform to Mendelism. Now with regard to Dr. Latham's paper, to which I have not had time to give a long study. I understand he supposes that a certain degree of immunity is acquired, and, further, that this degree of immunity, being acquired, is inherited. I did not hear him, in stating that, say that he was proposing to accept the hypothesis of the inheritance of acquired characters. But surely at the present day, if we assert that acquired characters are inherited, we must at once make a very strong statement to our audience that we differ from the weight of present biological opinion. If acquired characters are inherited, I am afraid Mendelism and every theory we have of dealing with heredity at present collapses. But it does not matter, as far as Dr. Lathani's criticism of my own work goes, whether the immunity which is inherited is, as I think probable, natural or whether it is acquired. The measure of inheritance, at any rate, is there. But in the case of Dr. Latham the inheritance is attached to an hypothesis which I believe the great bulk of biologists would say was untenable-namely, the inheritance of acquired characters.
If we turn from this first point for a moment, and look at the actual problem before us-that. not of the inheritance of a disease, but of the inheritance of a diathesis or special constitution-I think it is conceivable that the weakness of the inherited constitution can lie in one particular organ. And therefore, when I came to touch the subject of tuberculosis, I carefully inquired among medical men with considerable experience whether it was desirable to club together all forms of tuberculosis or keep them separate. The prevailing opinion given to me then was that it was desirable to keep pulmonary tuberculosis apart from other forms of tubercle. But supposing we did include all forms, and supposing tuberculosis really is inherited in various types-that is to say, that a general constitution is inherited-what would be the effect of our inclusion? We should intenisify the apparent heredity. The leaving out of other types would merely weaken the intensity of the inheritance. In other words, to argue that they have been left out only means that we ought to have got a far higher degree of inheritance than we have, had we included them. All Dr. Latham's criticisms amount to this; that if your statistics are bad, they ought to increase the strength of inheritance; you ought to get a spurious, an artificial value from them. But, on the contrary, every time you weaken your statistics you approach more and more nearly to the condition of picking up at random two men in the street and asking them if they have got the disease, and then correlating them as father and son. The result of that would be that you would find your relationship zero. Every argument in Dr. Latham's address as to the incompleteness of our statistics and as to the fact that certain forms of tuberculosis are left out only tends to show that instead of reaching the same value for our intensity of inheritance as we have found for physical and other characters in man, we ought to have found phthisical inheritance miiuch mlore than the observed size; that is to say, his arguments tend to show that we have only got a lowt,er limit to the inheritance. In order to criticize our results, he must start from the statistical standpoint and show that the actual relation found on the numbers is somewhere statistically wrong. The fact that the pedigrees are poor, which I do not for a moment believe because I know much care has been exercised in their preparation, would only weaken the intensity of the inheritance and lead us to results which should show a low degree of inheritance. Now, if I might keep you a moment longer, Sir, there is a question in my own mind whether the fact that Dr. Latham cited with regard to the reduction of disease is not really due to the sur-'vival of the fitter. It seems to me that the survival of the inherited immlunity is quite sufficient to show the reduction we find in the disease. I know that will not be very popular here, for the medical man naturally likes to think that the fall is due to his efforts. I am not at all sure that it is not largely due to the prevalence of tuberculosis in the last few generations. Dr. Latham said if there were 50 per cent. when the record is completed of offspring of tuberculous parents affected, then tuberculosis ought to increase. Why ? I should say if the population be stable, there would be just 50 per cent. of tuberculous people in the next generation. Fifty per cent. of the children of tall parents may be tall, but it does not follow in the least that the whole population is getting taller. Stability, if thlere be vo selectiont, would give you the same percentage in the next generation.
I am inclined to think there is very much greater selection than Dr. Latham allows for, because I find that while the fraternities of the tuberculous are very large-averaging 6'7 and running up to 10 and even 13-the offspring of the tuberculous give you (a less average number of children. In other words, however late you may be in postponing the period at which tuberculosis produces death-and, remember, the period to which you postpone death is not the same thing as the period at which you begin to find a man or a woman incapacitated and recognizing that it is not a desirable thing for him or her to have childrenthe "mlodal " period for the onset of the disease is still 25 to 28 years. I think there is absolutely nothing inconsistent with 50 per cent. of the offspring of tuberculous people being tuberculous, when the pedigree is completed-i.e., when all offspring have passed alive through the danger zone. And the decline, so well marked in this chart, I look upon as the result of a pure selective process, the survival of people with an inherited immunity in various grades, and not with an acquired immnunity. I appear to be very dogmatic to-night, gentlemen, but a little dogmatism occasionally is a good thing. It stirs people up to think and inquire; and what we want at the present day is to get a wave of inquiry as to family histories started in the medical profession; we want men who will spend time and energy not in asking questions of hospital patients, whom they see once or twice, but in following up cases. It is not a light task to form a pedigree. You may need to write thirty or forty letters, or to see ten or twenty people, before you have tested it and got it completed. Every pedigree is, in itself, almost a work of art, and it has got, under those conditions, a permanent scientific value. If only one medical man in ten would once in his life construct two such pedigrees we should have, in the course of a generation, all the material needed to answer these questions of the inheritance of deformity and of the constitutional tendency to special diseases.
Dr. J. E. SQUIRE, C.B., said he spoke with considerable diffidence after the speech whiclh had just been delivered, because it showed what many had realized-some for a number of years-that the statistics upon which they had been, to some extent, obliged to rely were absolutely fallacious. His only justification for coming forward in the discussion was that he had some years ago brought forward statistics
